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The fragmenting business
of broadcasting
New technologies open doors to new revenue-generating services
BY ROBERT BELL

Since 1978, when the Public
Broadcasting System (PBS) in the
US decided to shift programme
distribution to its member stations from AT&T terrestrial circuits to satellite, broadcasting
has been the “killer app” for the
satellite industry. The definition
of broadcasting has certainly
expanded since then to include
both free-to-air and paid cableTV channels as well as direct-tohome (DTH) broadcasting via
satellite.
However, today, that definition is undergoing a revolution.
The media business is fragmenting in terms of audience and distribution channels, and new technologies are making possible
new revenue-generating services.
As media companies in the
Asia-Pacific step cautiously into
this new world, they are benefiting from the support of their traditional partners in the commercial satellite industry. These service providers are bringing to
market technologies and distribution platforms that allow their
media-industry customers to deploy new services without major
capital investment.
The result is a shorter timeto-market, reduced risk, and
faster achievement of payback.

Bringing new channels to
market

■

Satellite service companies are
helping to power the growth of
the media industry in three ways.
The first is to make it faster, simpler and less costly to bring new
channels to market. In September 2004, PanAmSat Asia acquired the assets of Australia’s
bankrupt pay-TV provider TARBS
and teamed with GlobeCast Australia to re-launch it as PanGlobal
TV.
PanGlobal TV is a DTH distribution platform that transmits
DTV signals from either
GlobeCast Australia’s Sydney
teleport or the PanAmSat Napa
Valley teleport in California to the

PAS-8 Ku-band Australia beam.
The teleports offer digital
encoding, signal processing and
transport services, in addition to
the uplink service to the satellite.
PanGlobal TV also offers
backhaul to either the Napa or
the Sydney teleport by satellite,
fibre or hybrid satellite/fibre contribution. At the time of launch,
PanGlobal TV already reached
more than 50,000 Australian
homes with an array of Arabic
pay-TV channels (ART, LBC, Al
Jazeera). Last November,
PanGlobal TV announced its first
new deal to deliver four channels
of Russian TV programming for
Horizon World Plus TV.
In a similar deal, Loral Skynet
has teamed with Ascent Media
Network Services Asia to provide
services and network management for ESPN Star Sports (ESS).
According to last June’s announcement, ESS will use dedicated and occasional-use C-band
capacity on Loral’s Telstar 18 and
Telstar 10 to uplink live video
from sporting events across Asia
to Singapore for rebroadcast to
Asian cable operators and DTH
providers.
ESS, a joint venture between
ESPN and Star, provides 13 channels spanning the region from
India to Hong Kong. Ascent Media’s Singapore operation also
provides booking and customer
support for all Loral Skynet customers in the region.

Bring Asian content to the
world

■

Driving these deals is the steadily decreasing “cost per bit” to
deliver TV via satellite, thanks to
lower terminal equipment costs,
greater compression efficiency
and the increasing sophistication
of network management software.
Reduced costs make it feasi-
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tent through new distribution channels. In March
this year, Singapore Telecommunications
(SingTel) said it would begin offering broadband
customers more than 25
channels of video-on-demand content in association with M2B World, a USbased provider of entertainment and education
on-demand content.
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